
Intentional Torts 

Intentional Tort Claims Defense

As one of the largest insurance defense firms in the southeast, Conroy Simberg offers a full range of legal services to insurance
companies, self-insured organizations, businesses, and professionals operating throughout the country. Our attorneys are well
known and widely regarded for their legal skills and commitment to delivering personalized attention to each of our clients.

The intentional tort practice group at Conroy Simberg has established a strong track record for successfully representing clients
in a diverse range of intentional tort cases. Our attorneys are experienced in evaluating and defending against claims of all
types and sizes, including:

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
Libel and Slander
False Arrest
Malicious Prosecution
Fraud/Misrepresentation
Tortious Interference with Business Relationships
Conspiracy
Assault and Battery
Civil Theft and RICO

Analyzing and Evaluating Complex Intentional Tort Claims

The attorneys at Conroy Simberg know that lawsuits involving intentional torts can seriously impact a company’s finances and
business operations. These claims also have the potential to damage an organization’s professional reputation and position
within the marketplace.

When handling an intentional tort case, our lawyers remain sensitive to our clients’ needs and concerns. We take the time to
answer our clients’ questions and make certain that they fully understand the laws, regulations and legal developments that
may have a bearing on their case.

Conroy Simberg appreciates that intentional tort claims often involve sophisticated and diverse legal issues. Our firm has
assembled a skilled team of partners and associates with decades of experience analyzing and evaluating complex intentional
tort cases. These attorneys thoroughly investigate each case, carefully examining all issues surrounding the claim, including
insurance coverage questions, liability determinations, and potential exposure associated with compensatory and punitive
damage claims.

Our intentional torts practice group works directly with our clients, regularly providing them with timely reports and claims
evaluations so that they have the information they need to make well-founded decisions regarding their case.

Reaching an Early Resolution

The lawyers working in our intentional tort practice group focus on resolving liability claims as early on as possible. Our firm
recognizes that the costs associated with lengthy trials can be substantial and that courtroom battles can seriously disrupt
business operations. We focus on avoiding litigation by negotiating settlements whenever possible. A cost-effective way to
resolve disputes is through mediation and arbitration, which our attorneys employ whenever possible to resolve liability claims.

When a case cannot be resolved through these methods, will vigorously defend clients at all stages of the litigation process. Our
lawyers are seasoned litigators with decades of experience representing clients in federal and state courts, including all levels of
appeal. They take the time to explain legal procedures to our clients and collaborate with them to develop strategies and
approaches aimed at limiting exposure while containing the costs associated with this type of litigation.

 

 


